《The Mysterious CEO》
95 'sWho is going to fly this helicopter?'s
Lu Lan thought Si Li would take her to any royal hotel, where they had a romantic
dinner and after that, they would have their first night.
However, would Si Li really going to do just like what Lu Lan thought?...
Si Li took Lu Lan to the rooftop instead of the garage, where a helicopter was waiting
for them. Lu Lan knew that they had a helipad on the rooftop of their penthouse, but
she didn't see any helicopter there.
There was a man waiting for them, so still, she assumed that whatever she thought, Si
Li would do exactly, but the difference was they were going from the helicopter
instead of their car.
Si Li helped her to get into the helicopter and then he discussed something with that
man, who was waiting for them, and then that man left.
Si Li got inside the helicopter and he sat on the flight deck and fasten Lu Lan's seat
belt.
"Who is going to fly this helicopter?" Lu Lan curiously asked because that man had
already left, so that meant…
"Aside from your husband, who else do you want to fly this helicopter?" Si Li asked
and handed her aviation headsets.
Lu Lan thought 'He is going to fly this helicopter. Did he really know how to….?"

Afterwards, he fastened his belt and he did some settings and then the rotor blade
started rotating.
"Ready?" Si Li softly asked.
Lu Lan, who was still in her thoughts, came back into her senses and nodded.
Then they were flying in the air…

Lu Lan watched in fascination at the aerial view of the city Z. City Z was near the sea,
it was looking at beautiful from the aerial view.
After a few minutes, they left the city and they were above the sea.
"Where are we going?" Lu Lan's sweet voice sounded over the headset.
"You will know when we reach there" Si Li looked at her and smile.
Afterwards, she didn't ask any question because she knew Si Li wasn't going to tell her
anything, so it would be better to wait.
Lu Lan continued to observe the aerial view of some of the small mountains in
between the sea and sea.
After a while, Si Li said: "We are here".
Lu Lan immediately looked down and she saw that there was an island, there was a
villa and what was attracting her the most, the villa was surrounded by the garden and
the garden had shaped of heart. As it was time for sunset, the villa and garden were
decorated by the lights. It was looking breathtaking.
Soon, Si Li landed the helicopter in a designated helipad in front of the villa. Si Li
helped Lu Lan to disembark and covered her eyes with a blindfold.
"Hubby, how can I able to walk?" Lu Lan asked anxiously.
"There is no need for you to walk" As soon as Si Li said this, he held Lu Lan up in his
arms like princess style.
Si Li entered the villa and took her to a room. Si Li got her down at the entrance of the
room and removed the blindfold from her eyes.
Lu Lan opened her eyes and she was dumbstruck after seeing the room. The room's
floor was covered with rose petals and there was a table in the centre of the room.
There was a candle in the centre of the table, there was a bottle of wine, two glasses
and a few dishes. It was a candlelight dinner.
Si Li saw that Lu Lan was still in dazed, he liked her expression, as it was exactly the
same way which he had expected.
However, more surprises were yet to come…
"Milady…, Please" Si Li extended his hand to gesture her to go inside the room.

Lu Lan looked at him with a smile, her eyes were slightly red. After the death of her
parents, no one showed loved or even care about her. So whenever, someone slightly
showed care towards her or make her special, she moved easily.
Si Li helplessly shook his head with a smile and pull her in his embrace, he knew how
easy she got attached with people and things.
Si Li knew that it was her weakness, but still, he loved this side of her.
"There are more surprises. What will you do, when I will show you? Huh?" Si Li
asked, his voice showed the tenderness.
He released her from his embrace and took her towards the table. He pulled out the
chair for her like a gentleman to make her sit, then he sat down opposite to her.
One of the walls in the room was of glass, which was showing the outer view of the
sea. This villa was on the island surrounded by the sea. It was the time for sunset, so
the couple could see the beautiful view of the sunset from this room.
Lu Lan was looking at the beautiful view of the sunset, while Si Li poured the wine
into their glasses.
Although, Si Li knew that Lu Lan was a foodie, so he had arranged her favourite
dishes like Egg Foo Young,Honey Sriracha Chicken, Sticky Rice with Chinese
Sausage and Chicken Soup.
He handed her a glass and calmly observed her beautiful face, which had a smile.

